
Scientific terms
DiversityScientificTerms is part of the database framework Diversity Workbench. Within this
framework the application DiversityScientificTerms is confined to the management of scientific
terms. Any module within the Diversity Workbench is focused on a specific data domain.
DiversityScientificTerms keeps only data connected with the handling of scientific terms. Data
of other realms are handled in separate modules. For an overview of the available modules see
the image below. The current version relies on the service of DiversityAgents for explicit
information of users etc., on DiversityProjects for further informations about terminologies and
DiversityReferences for explicit information about references. DiversityCollection is dependent
upon DiversityScientificTerms to characterize terms. 

Despite the connections to other modules of the Diversity Workbench DiversityScientificTerms
may be used as a stand-alone application. 
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License
This manual is copyrighted work licensed under a Creative Commons License.

All material in this manual is the property of the contributing authors and fully copyrighted. By
choosing this way of publication, the contributing authors have agreed to license the work
under a Creative Commons License permitting reproduction, distribution, and derivative works,
requiring attribution, notice, and share-alike, and prohibiting commercial use.

 

For information about the license of the client software choose Help, Info...

The client software is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms
of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation. 

The client software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License (GPL) for more details. 
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Installation
To run DiversityScientificTerms, you need the database and the client. All parts are free and
can be downloaded from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/ and
http://www.diversityworkbench.net/Portal/.

The image below gives an overview of the installations and files needed.

 

Database

Details for the installation of the database are described in the section Installation of the
database.
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Client

The client is based on the .Net framework from Microsoft. If not already present, you have to
install the following components first:

Microsoft .NET Framework Version 2.0 or higher. Download (dotnetfx.exe  ), start the
program and follow the installation instructions.

Download the files for DiversityScientificTerms from 
http://www.diversityworkbench.net/Portal/ .

Copy all files (DiversityScientificTerms.exe , DiversityScientificTerms.chm 

, DiversityWorkbench.dll  ) into one directory. 

After the installations make sure to get the latest updates from 
http://v4.windowsupdate.microsoft.com/.
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Installation of the database
DiversityScientificTerms uses Microsoft SQL-Server 2008 or later as database engine. If you
do not have a database server with DiversityScientificTerms already available, you need to
install the database engine first. Downlo ad the free version of Microsoft SQL Server Express
2008 or later from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/. Start the program and follow the
instructions for the installation. 

Download the database files DiversityScientificTerms_Data.MDF  and

DiversityScientificTerms_log.LDF  from http://www.diversityworkbench.net/Portal/
 provided as a zip archive (DiversitScientificTerms.zip) and copy them into your database
directory. 

 

Server configuration 

To configure your server for remote access launch the SQL Server Configuration Manager
(see image below). 

Then click on the "Protocols for SQLEXPRESS" node. Right click on "TCP/IP" in the list of
Protocols and choose "enable" for TCP/IP.

Right click on the TCP/IP node and select "Properties" to open a window as shown below. 
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In the part IPALL clear out the value for "TCP Dynamic Ports". Give a TCP-Port number to
use when making remote connections e.g. "4321" as shown above. You have to restart the
SQL Server Express service before you can connect to your database. 

If you use a database on a server, make sure that the firewall of the server allows access via
the port you set for the connection (see below). 
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Start the Microsoft SQL Server Managment Studio and attach the database as shown below.
Choose the node "databases" and right-click on it to open the context menu (see below).
Then choose "attach" from the context menu. A window will open where you can choose the
file DiversityCollection_Data.MDF from your database directory and attach it to the database
engine.
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After the installation make sure to get the latest updates from 
http://windowsupdate.microsoft.co m/.

 

Database configuration 

To configure your database use the client as described in Database configuration.
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Menu
Overview of the menu in DiversityScientificTerms

Connection

  Database
Choose one of the databases available on the server. Only those
databases will be listed to which the user has access permission.

  Module connections ...
Edit the connections to the other modules within the
DiversityWorkbench.

  Transfer previous settings Transfer the settings of a previous version.

      Quit Quit the application and stop all processes started by the
application.

Data
   Table editors

Edit data as selected in the query data directly in the data
tables.

      Term ... Edit data of the Term table.

      Representation ... Edit data of the TermRepresentation table.

      Resource ... Edit data of the TermResource table./font>

   Backup database ... Backup of the whole database/FONT>
    CSV (bcp) Export data of the whole database as csv files

Administration
  Database Administration of the database

       Documentation ... Documentation of the tables within the database

       Logins ...
Administration of the logins of the server their permissions in the
databases

        Rename database Rename the current database

        Set published address Setting the address published for links by other modules

       Database tools ... Creation of log tables, triggers etc. (only for dbo)
 Terminologies ... Administration of the terminologies.

Help

  Manual Opens the online manual
     Info Show the version and corresponding information

  Feedback ... Opens a form for sending feedback

  Feedback history ... Opens a window for browsing former feedback.

  Edit feedback ...
Opens a window for editing the feedbacks sent to the
administrator (for admins only).

   Websites Websites related to DiversityScientificTerms

        Download applications ... Download DiversityScientificTerms from the website of the
Diveristy Workbench project

        Information model ... Inspect the information model on the website of the Diveristy
Workbench project

Update 
  Update database ... Update the database to the current version
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  Update client ... Download the current version of the client
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Manual
The online manual DiversityScientificTerms.chm must be placed in your application folder,
together with the application DiversityScientificTerms.exe and the library
DiversityWorkbench.dll.To get information to any topic in the application
DiversityScientificTerms and open this manual, just click on the field you need information
about and press F1.
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Feedback
If you have suggestions for improvement, need any changes in the programm or encouter an
error you can give a feedback to the administrator. Click the [ALT] and [PRINT] buttons to
get a screen shot of your current form. After creating the screen shot choose Help -
Feedback from the menu to open the feedback form as shown below.

 

Click on the button to insert the screen shot and give a comment about your

problem. Then click on the button to send your feedback to the administrator. 

Error logging
If any error messages show up through working with the application you can find further
details concerning the part of the application where the error happend and the parameters
involved in the file DiversityScientificTermsError.log located in your application directory. 
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Version
For information about the version of the client application choose Help, Info...

The current version in the example above is 1.0.0.0
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Query
There are two ways to search for scientifc terms in a collection. The options for a fast search
are displayed in the main form beneath the list of the items. You can change this arrangement

using the  /  button to place the query options on the left side of the item list.

To search for scientifc terms, enter the restrictions in the fields for the search conditions and
click on the  button. The term found in the database will be shown in the list. To add
terms with differing search conditions click on the  button. To clear all entries in the query

fields use the button. If the list of items is longer than your maximal number of returned

items you can browse the next items with the button. To move back to the previous

block of items click on the button. If you want to remove entries from the selected

list, choose them and click on the  button. This will not delete the data from the
database, but remove them from your query result. Below the Query conditions you can
select the terminology from the list.

Within the query options you have several possibilities to specify your search restriction. Use
the drop down button to change between the operator. The available operators are shown in
the table below. 

Operator Meaning Example
Text

∼ search for an entry like ... Pinus s[iy]lvestris % (you can use wildcards)

= search for an entry exactly equal to ... Pinus silvestris L.

≠ search for an entry not like ... Pinus s[iy]lvestris % (you can use wildcards)

∅ search for an entry where a value is missing ...

- search for an entry between ... and ... 2000 - 2005
Numeric
= search for an entry exactly equal to ... 2006
< search for an entry lower than ... 2006
> search for an entry bigger than ... 2006
- search for an entry between ... and ... 2000 - 2005
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∅ search for an entry where a value is missing ...

Date
= search for an entry exactly equal to ... 20.3.2006
< search for an entry lower than ... 20.3.2006
> search for an entry bigger than ... 20.3.2006
Hierachy
= search for an entry exactly equal to ... M-Fungi
≠ search for an entry that is not equal to ... M-Fungi

∅ search for missing entry ... M-Fungi

Δ search including childs in a hierarchy ... M-Fungi

To hide the area containing the search fields click on the  button. If the search area is
hidden and you want to start a new search, just click on the  button.

To change the displayed fields for searching terms click on the  button to change the
query options.
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Query options
The maximal number of items shown in a query result can be set in the form for the query
options. The default value is set to 100. If you have a fast connection to your database or
need to see more or less results, you may change this value to any number you like.

To change the displayed fields for searching the database click on the  button. This opens
a form where you can select and deselect the fields you want to be shown for searching. Here
you can change the maximum numbers of items that will be shown in the list. If you want
certain fields to appear in the query options select or deselect them in the list.

After editing the query options click OK so the new selection will become active for the next
query. 
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Wildcards in SQL
There are 4 different possibilities for wildcards in SQL:

%     any string consisting of no, one or many characters, e.g. Pinus % will find anything like
Pinus, Pinus sylvestris, Pinus strobus etc.

_      a single character, e.g. Pinus s_lvestris will find Pinus sylvestris and Pinus silvestris etc.

[]      any character out of a given range like [abcde] or [a-e], e.g. Pinus s[iy]lvestris will find
Pinus sylvestris and Pinus silvestris.

[̂ ]   any character not in a given range like [̂ abcde] or [̂ a-e], e.g. Pinus s[̂ i]lvestris will
find Pinus sylvestris but not Pinus silvestris
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Editing the data
The main form of DiversityScientificTerms contains two main areas. On the left you find the 
query and the results of this query. On the right part the details of a dataset selected in the
result list is shown. The upper part of the data area shows the position of the current term
within the hierarchy. In the lower part you find the fields for the details of a term. At the base
of the window the properties, references and resources of a term are listed. 

For every term one representation can be set the preferred one, indicated by the icon. To
make a representation the preferred representation, simply click on this icon. 

After editing the data, click on the button to save your data. To see the description of the
fields, just move the mouse into it. A small window will appear, showing the description. To
see the description of all fields turn to the description of the database.

To create a new term click on the button above the query list. A form as shown below will
open where you can enter some basic informations for the new term. 

 

To create a copy of a term, choose an entry in the query list and click on the button above
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the query or the button besides the hierarchy. A form as shown below will open providing
you with the possibility to create a synonym, an inferior dataset or a copy on the same level
in the hierarchy as the original dataset. 

 

To delete a dataset, select it an click on the button. 

 

 .
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Hierarchy
The upper part of the form shows the term in the hierarchical relation. The image below
summarizes the options to depict the relations in the hierarchy.

 

The default view of the hierarchy is shown below. 

 

If you want to see the synonyms, click on the button. The button will change to   and
the hierarchy will show the synonyms with the indaction of the language. Synonyms of the
current term will have a pink backgroud. 
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If you restrict the output in the hierarchy to a certain language, 

only one language will be shown in the hierarchy as shown
below.

 

In the image above the hierarchy is restricted to the superior terms. If you want to see the
whole hierarchy click on the button. It will change to and all terms will be shown. To
return to the previous view, just click the button again.

 

 

A cached value of the hierarchy is stored in two fields (downward and upward) for every term.
These entries are needed e.g. for queries where the whole hierarchy is used instead of the
term itself. The hierarchies are build using the preferred terms (see Editing the data ). 
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Terminology
To edit the terminologies select Administration - Terminologies ... from the menu. 

 

A form as shown below will open. A terminology may optionally be linked to a project in
DiversityProjects. Click on the button to get further informations about the project or
directly access the module DiversityProjects. To remove the connection to DiversityProjects,
click on the button. 

 

After changes in the data, especially in the hierarchy, please use the button Refresh the
cache entries for the hierarchy to update the hierarchy cache for the terms within the
terminology. The hierarchies are build using the preferred terms (see Editing the data ).  

On the left the terminologies accessible for the user are listed, on the right you find the
details. At the bottom of the window the properties, references and users with access to the
selected terminology are listed. In the User tab, use the < and > buttons to decide if a user
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has access to a terminology. To add missing users use the  button. This functionallity is as
well available under the Login Administration.  
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Synonyms
Every term may have several synonmys. The preferred synonym, shown in picklists and the
like is marked with a green icon. To make another synonym the preferred icon, click on the

button. 

If you want to see the synonyms in the Hierarchy, click on the button. The button will
change to   and the hierarchy will show the synonyms with the indaction of the language.
Synonyms of the current term will have a pink backgroud. 
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Properties
The properties that can be asigned for a term might be defined under the terminology to
which the term belongs. To insert a new property, open the form Terminology. You find the
properties defined for a terminology in the base part of the form as shown below. 

The properties that are defined in the terminology are then available for a term. Depending on
the datatype set for a property in the terminology, you can either enter list, text, numeric or
date values for a property of a term as in the example above numeric values for an age. For
properties of the datatype list, an area for the entry of the dedicated (text) values will
appear as shown below. 

The values for a term will be restricted to the list of values (see below).
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References
For every terminoloy and every term you can insert references. 

There are 3 options to enter a reference: 

1) as simple text
just enter the title of the reference in the text field as shown below

2) linked to a module like DiversityReferences or a webservice
Click on the  button to open a window where you can search and select for a reference in e.g. the module
DiversityReferences. You need access to DiversityReferences or a corresponding webservice to use this option.

3) a URI of a website

click on the button to open a browser where you can choose the reference from the web

The data are stored in the tables TermReference and TerminologyReference respectively.
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Resources
For every term you can insert resources, including informations about the creator, the license
etc. (see image below). Use the and button to add or remove images. 

To see an image, click on the button. A window as shown below will open. 

The data are stored in the tables TermResource.
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History
To inspect the history of a dataset click on the button. A form will open, showing all former
states of the data in the tables with the current dataset at the top.
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Table editors
For the data selected in the main window the table editors offer a direct access to the tables
of the database. The menu Data - Table editors provide an editor for Term... , 
Representation... and Resource... 

A window with the content of the table will open. Columns with a gray background can not be
edited here. Columns with a light gray background are linked to the contents of lookup tables
where you can change according to the contents of these tables. 

Select Set timeout ... from the menu to increase the default timeout from 5 seconds to a
higher value, e.g. for greater amounts of data.   

Editing

You can either edit the contents of the table directly or perform changes to any number of
marked fields. To mark a whole column use the  button. Once you have selected the
contents to change, select one of the modes of change that appear in the upper left corner.
The modes of change are: 

 Insert: Insert the given value at the beginning of the content 
 Append: Append the given value at the end of the content 
 Replace: Replace a string in the content with the given value 
 Clear: Remove the content 

After selecting the change mode, enter the text in the field where necessary and click on the
corresponding button to perform the changes 

Filtering

To filter the content of the table, click in the column that should be used for filtering. Then
choose the mode of comparision:

 = : The content must be exactly like the given value 
 ~ : The content must contain the given value 
 ≠ : The content must be different to the given value 

If you want the filtering to be case sensitive, choose the a<>A option. After all parameters
are set, click on the button. To undo the filtering, click on the button. This will reset the
data to the last saved version. If you want your changes to be saved, click the button
before you reset the filtering. If you close the window all changes so far will be saved
automatically. So if you do not want to save your changes, click on the button before
closing the window. 

Export

To export the data as a tab separated text file, click on the button. The file will be
automatically saved in the client-folder.  

Log data

To see the log data of the table, you can click on the button. The content of the log table
can not be changed, but is read only.   
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Database
The database for DiversityScientificTerms is based on Microsoft SQL-Server 2008 or higher.

Organisation of the data

The main tables of the database are Terminology, Term and TermRepresentation. Connected
to these tables you find tables for holding information about properties.

The structure of the whole database is shown in the image below.

 

For the description of the tables and their content see  DiversityScientificTerms.
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Configuratation of the database
To configure your Database, choose Administration -> Database -> Rename
database to change the name of the database according to your requirements. During this
renaming all processes in the database will be terminated (you will get a warning if processes
from other host are active). 

Afterwards you should adapt the address that is published by the database for access by
other modules. Choose Administration -> Database -> Set published address from
the menu. This will change the published address to the name of the server where your
database is located and an identifier for you database, e.g. 
http://xy.diversityworkbench.de/ScientificTerms/ .  

Renaming of the database and adapting of the published address should be done before you
start to use the database and name and address should not be changed afterwards as
data sets from other modules linked to data in the database would otherwise point to
outdated addresses. 
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Documentation of the database
To configure your Database, choose Administration -> Database -> 
Documentation... to create documents of the table definitions (see below). 
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Backup
If you want to create a backup of your database, there are 2 options. Either export the data
as csv files on your local machine or create a backup on the server.

Export data as csv

To export your data as csv files on your local machine, choose Data ->  Export database as
CSV(bcp) ... from the menu. A window as shown below will open, where you can select the
tables that should be exported. Click on the Start Export button to export your data. If you
choose the option as shown below 2 files will be created for every table. The first file (*.csv)
contains the data while the second file (*.xml) contains the structure of the table.

Create backup on the server

To create a backup of your database, choose Data -> Backup database from the menu.
This will create a SQL-Server backup on the server where the database is located. Ensure
that there is enough space on the server. 

Another option is to create a direct copy of the database files on the server. Therefore you
have to use the functionality provided by SQL-Server. To do this, you need administration
rights in the database you want to create a backup. Open the Enterprise Manager for
SQL-Server, choose the database and detach it from the server as shown in the image below.
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After detaching the database, you can store a copy of the ..._Data.MDF File to keep it as a
backup.

After storing the backup you have to attach the database.

A dialog will appear where you have to select the original database file in your directory.
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Index
 Term

 Terminology

 TerminologyProperty

 TerminologyReference

 TermProperty

 TermReference

 TermRepresentation

 TermResource

Table Term
The scientific term within a scientific terminology, e.g. the name of a soil in
soil sciences or the name of a mineral in mineralogy

Column Data type Description Nullable Relation

TerminologyID int

The ID of the
terminology, refers to
PK in table Terminology
(foreign key)

NO

Refers to
table Term
and table
Terminology

TermID int ID of the term, Primary
key

NO -

BroaderTermID int

ID of the superior term
within
DiversityScientificTerms
to which this record
belongs to, e.g.
Rosaceae is broader
term for Rosa

YES Refers to
table Term

RankingTermID int

ID of the ranking term
of the term, e.g. Epoch
is rank for Paleocene,
family is rank of
Rosaceae

YES Refers to
table Term

IsRankingTerm bit

If the term is a ranking
term, e.g. epoch in
paleontolgoy
Default value: (0)

YES -

PreferredRepresentationID int
The ID of the preferred
representation of this
term

YES -

TermIdentifier nvarchar (500) An identifier for a term,
valid for all YES -
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representations of this
term

Notes nvarchar (MAX) Notes about the term YES -

LogInsertedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who first
entered (typed or
imported) the data.
This is the operator (or
typist) name, which
may be different from
the person responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogInsertedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time when
record was first
entered (typed or
imported) into this
system.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

LogUpdatedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who last
updated the data. This
is the operator (or
typist) name, which
may be different from
the person responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogUpdatedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time when
record was last
updated.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

Table Terminology
A terminology used in a certain scientifc area, e.g. mineralogy, soil
sciences, paleontology, stratigraphy

Column Data type Description Nullabl
e Relation

TerminologyID int
The ID of the
terminology (primary
key)

NO -

DisplayText nvarchar (50)

The text for the
terminology as
shown e.g. in a user
interface

NO -

Description nvarchar
(MAX)

The description of
the terminology

YES -

ExternalDatabase nvarchar
(200)

The name of the
source that has
been imported or
can be linked to for
further analysis

YES -
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ExternalDatabaseVersion nvarchar
(255)

The version of this
data collection
(either official
version number, or
dates when the
collection was
integrated)

YES -

ExternalDatabaseAuthors nvarchar
(200)

The persons or
institutions
responsible for the
external database

YES -

ExternalDatabaseURI varchar (255)

The URI of the
database provider
resp. the external
database

YES -

ExternalDatabaseInstituti
on

nvarchar
(300)

The institution
responsible for the
external database

YES -

ExternalAttribute_NameI
D

nvarchar
(255)

The table and field
name in the external
data collection to
which
TaxonNameExternalI
D refers

YES -

Rights nvarchar
(100)

Information about
rights (copyright,
intellectual
property) held in
and over the
database. Enter
esp. name of person
or institution holding
the copyright.
Leave empty if
unknown.

YES -

DefaultLanguageCode nvarchar (50)

The code of the
default language of
the terminology
Default value: N'en'

YES
Refers to table
LanguageCode_Enu
m

ProjectURI varchar (500) Link to the module
DiversityProjects

YES -

InternalNotes nvarchar
(MAX)

Additional notes
concerning this data
collection

YES -

LogInsertedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
first entered (typed
or imported) the
data. This is the
operator (or typist)
name, which may be
different from the
person responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogInsertedWhen smalldatetime Date and time when
record was first YES -
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entered (typed or
imported) into this
system.
Default value:
getdate()

LogUpdatedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
last updated the
data. This is the
operator (or typist)
name, which may be
different from the
person responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogUpdatedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time when
record was last
updated.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

Table TerminologyProperty
Properties of scientific terms in a certain terminology, e.g. the specific
weight of a mineral in mineralogy

Column Data type Description Nullable Relation

TerminologyID int

An ID to identify
an external data
collection of
scientific terms
(primary key, the
ID has no
meaning outside
of the
DiversityScientific
Terms)

NO Refers to table
Terminology

Property nvarchar (50) The name of the
property

NO -

DisplayText nvarchar (50)
The text shown
e.g. in a user
interface

YES -

Description nvarchar (MAX) Description of the
property

YES -

Datatype varchar (50) The datatype of
the property YES

Refers to table
TerminologyPrope
rtyDataType_Enu
m

DisplayOrder smallint

The sequence
with which the
properties are
shown in a user
interface if
different from
alphabetic order

YES -
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DisplayEnable bit

True if the
property should
be shown,
otherwise false

YES -

InternalNotes nvarchar (500)
Internal notes
about this
property

YES -

LogInsertedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
first entered
(typed or
imported) the
data. This is the
operator (or
typist) name,
which may be
different from the
person
responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogInsertedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time
when record was
first entered
(typed or
imported) into
this system.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

LogUpdatedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
last updated the
data. This is the
operator (or
typist) name,
which may be
different from the
person
responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogUpdatedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time
when record was
last updated.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

Table TerminologyReference
A TerminologyReference used in a certain scientifc area, e.g. mineralogy,
soil sciences, paleontology, stratigraphy

Column Data type Description Nullable Relation

TerminologyID int

An ID to identify
an external data
collection of
scientific terms

NO Refers to table
Terminology
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(primary key, the
ID has no
meaning outside
of the
DiversityScientific
Terms)

Reference nvarchar (255)

A link to e.g. a
website
containing a
description of the
terminology or
the title of the
publication where
the collection
event was
published. Note
this is only a
cached value
where
ReferenceURI is
present

NO -

ReferenceURI varchar (255)

URI of reference
where specimen
is published, e.g.
referring to the
module
DiversityReferenc
es

YES -

ReferenceDetails varchar (255)

The exact
location within
the reference,
e.g. pages,
plates

YES -

InternalNotes nvarchar (MAX)
Additional notes
concerning the
reference

YES -

LogInsertedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
first entered
(typed or
imported) the
data. This is the
operator (or
typist) name,
which may be
different from the
person
responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogInsertedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time
when record was
first entered
(typed or
imported) into
this system.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -
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LogUpdatedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
last updated the
data. This is the
operator (or
typist) name,
which may be
different from the
person
responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogUpdatedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time
when record was
last updated.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

Table TermProperty
The property of a scientific term, e.g. the specific weight of a certain
mineral in mineralogy

Column Data type Description Nullable Relation

TerminologyID int

An ID to identify
an external data
collection of
terms (primary
key, the ID has
no meaning
outside of the
DiversityScientific
Terms)

NO

Refers to table
Term and table
TerminologyPrope
rty

TermID int

ID of the term,
refers to table
Term (foreign
key)

NO Refers to table
Term

Property nvarchar (50)

The property as
defined in table
TermiologyPropert
y, Foreign key

NO
Refers to table
TerminologyPrope
rty

TextValue nvarchar (500)
The text if the
value is a text
value

YES -

NumericValue float
The numeric
value if the value
is numeric

YES -

DateValue datetime The date if the
value is a date

YES -

Notes nvarchar (MAX) Notes about the
property entry

YES -

LogInsertedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
first entered
(typed or
imported) the

YES -
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data. This is the
operator (or
typist) name,
which may be
different from the
person
responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

LogInsertedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time
when record was
first entered
(typed or
imported) into
this system.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

LogUpdatedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
last updated the
data. This is the
operator (or
typist) name,
which may be
different from the
person
responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogUpdatedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time
when record was
last updated.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

Table TermReference
A reference for a term used in a certain scientific area, e.g. mineralogy, soil
sciences, paleontology, stratigraphy

Column Data type Description Nullable Relation

RepresentationI
D int

ID of the term,
refers to table
TermRepresentati
on (foreign key)

NO
Refers to table
TermRepresentati
on

Reference nvarchar (255)

A link to e.g. a
website
containing a
description of the
terminology or
the title of the
publication where
the collection
event was
published. Note
this is only a
cached value

NO -
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where
ReferenceURI is
present

ReferenceURI varchar (255)

URI of reference
where specimen
is published, e.g.
referring to the
module
DiversityReferenc
es

YES -

ReferenceDetails varchar (255)

The exact
location within
the reference,
e.g. pages,
plates

YES -

InternalNotes nvarchar (MAX)
Internal notes
about the
reference

YES -

LogInsertedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
first entered
(typed or
imported) the
data. This is the
operator (or
typist) name,
which may be
different from the
person
responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogInsertedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time
when record was
first entered
(typed or
imported) into
this system.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

LogUpdatedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
last updated the
data. This is the
operator (or
typist) name,
which may be
different from the
person
responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogUpdatedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time
when record was
last updated.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -
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Table TermRepresentation
The representation of a scientific term within a scientific terminology in a
certain language, e.g. the name of a soil in soil sciences in English or
German

Column Data type Description Nullable Relation

RepresentationI
D int

ID of the
representation of
a term within
DiversityScientific
Terms (primary
key)

NO -

TerminologyID int

The ID of the
terminology in
which the term
belongs (foreign
key)

NO Refers to table
Term

TermID int

ID of the term to
which the
representation
belongs (foreign
key)

NO Refers to table
Term

DisplayText nvarchar (400)

The label or name
of the term as
shown e.g. in a
user interface

NO -

Description nvarchar (MAX) Description of the
term

YES -

HierarchyCache nvarchar (MAX)

A system
generated list
defining the
hierarchy of the
term above the
current entry,
necessary to
distinguish
synonymous
entries

YES -

HierarchyCacheD
own nvarchar (MAX)

A system
generated list
defining the
hierarchy from
the top to the
current entry,
necessary to
distinguish
synonymous
entries

YES -

ExternalID nvarchar (50)

If the entry was
retrieved from an
external
database, a code
or number for the
entry as defined
in the external

YES -
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database

Notes nvarchar (MAX) Notes about the
term

YES -

LanguageCode nvarchar (50)

The code of the
language of the
property (foreign
key)
Default value:
N'en'

YES
Refers to table
LanguageCode_E
num

LogInsertedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
first entered
(typed or
imported) the
data. This is the
operator (or
typist) name,
which may be
different from the
person
responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogInsertedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time
when record was
first entered
(typed or
imported) into
this system.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

LogUpdatedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of user who
last updated the
data. This is the
operator (or
typist) name,
which may be
different from the
person
responsible.
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogUpdatedWhen smalldatetime

Date and time
when record was
last updated.
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

Table TermResource
A resource connected to the scientific term, e.g. a picture, video etc.

Column Data type Description Nullable Relation

RepresentationI
D int

ID of the term,
refers to table
TermRepresentati

NO
Refers to table
TermRepresentati
on
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on, Foreign key

URI varchar (255)

The complete URI
address of the
resource. This is
only a cached
value, if
ResourceID is
available and
referring to the
module
DiversityResource
s

NO -

ResourceURI varchar (255)

The URI of the
resource, e.g. as
stored in the
module
DiversityResource
s. 

YES -

Notes nvarchar (MAX) Notes on the
resource

YES -

Description xml (MAX) Description of the
resource

YES -

Title nvarchar (500) Title of the
resource

YES -

IPR nvarchar (500)

Intellectual
Property Rights;
the rights given
to persons for
their intellectual
property

YES -

Creator nvarchar (500)

Person or
organization
originally creating
the resource

YES -

CreatorAgentURI varchar (255)
Link to the
module
DiversityAgents

YES -

CopyrightStateme
nt nvarchar (500)

Notice on rights
held in and for
the resource

YES -

LicenseType nvarchar (500)

Type of an
official or legal
permission to do
or own a
specified thing, e.
g. Creative
Common Licenses

YES -

InternalNotes nvarchar (500)

Internal notes
which should not
be published e.g.
on websites

YES -

LicenseHolder nvarchar (500)
The person or
institution holding
the license

YES -

LicenseHolderAge nvarchar (500) The link to a YES -
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ntURI

module containing
further
information on
the person or
institution holding
the license

LicenseYear nvarchar (50)
The year of
license
declaration

YES -

LogCreatedWhen datetime

Point in time
when this data
set was created
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

LogCreatedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of the
creator of this
data set
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

LogUpdatedWhen datetime

Point in time
when this data
set was updated
last
Default value:
getdate()

YES -

LogUpdatedBy nvarchar (50)

Name of the
person to update
this data set last
Default value:
user_name()

YES -

RowGUID uniqueidentifier
-
Default value:
newsequentialid()

NO -
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Logging
Changes within the database will be documented for each dataset together with the time and
the responsible user in the columns shown in the image below. For all changes in a dataset
see the history section.

All main tables have a corresponding logging table. If you change or delete a dataset the
orignial dataset will be stored in this logging table together with informations about who has
done the changes and when it happend.
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Database - access
The database engine for DiversityScientificTerms is Microsoft SQL-Server 2008 or later.

When you are connected to a database it is indicated by the icon of the connection button 
in the upper left corner. When you are not connected the following icon will be shown .

To access any database you must specify the server where the database is located. For the
configuration of this connection choose Connection, Database... from the menu or click on
the button. 

If you want to use a database on a central server or remote computer, start the program 
DiversityCollection.exe. In the main window click on the button or choose Connection ->
Database ... from the menu. A window will open as shown below. Here choose the option
Remote database and set the connection parameters as described below. 

Database name, IP-address and Port

A dialog will open to specify the name or IP-address and port number of the server as well as
to select the authentication mode. You can either choose Windows authentication (see left
image below) or SQL-Server authentication (see middle image below).
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The standard port number for SQL-Server is 1433 and will be set as a default. If the database
server is configured using a different port, you must enter its number in the field Port. Click on
the button to connect to the server. If the connection information is valid, you can choose
a database from the server in the combo box at the base of the window (see right image
above). To restart the connecting process click on the button. 

If you access a database for the first time you will be asked to consent to the storage and
processing of your personal data (see below) according to the General Data Protection
Regulation. Without your consent the access is not possible.

 

 

Password

If you are logged in with a SQL-Server account and are not restricted to the group User,
you can change your password. Choose Administration - Change password... from the
menu. In the window that will open, enter your current password and the new password (see
below). The password must match the restrictions set by the database server. 
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Module connections

The program will automatically try to establish a connection to Diversity Workbench databases
and webservices. For further details see the Connections section. 
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Login administration
To administrate the logins on the database server, their permissions and roles respectively as
well as access to projects choose Administration - Logins ... from the menu. A window will
open as shown below. 

To see the activity of a login click on the button. A window will open as shown below listing
all databases and tables together with the timespan (From - To) and the number of data sets
where any activity of the current login has been found.

To create a new login click on the button. A window will open as shown below.
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Here you can enter the name of the new login, the password and the information about the
user which will be stored in a DiversityAgents database. You may either create a new entry in
this database or select an existing one: Click on the button to search for a name in the
database (see below).

To edit the access for a login on the server select the login in the list. If a login should be
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disabled , uncheck the enabled checkbox (see below).

All databases on the server will be listed with the current database showing a yellow
background. The databases where the login has no access will be listed in gray while the
databases accessible for a login are black. 

To allow the access to a database select the database from the list and choose database as
shown below. 

Use the > and < buttons to add or remove roles for the login in the database (see below). 

The access to terminologies can be administrated as projects where the projects correspond
to the terminologies (see below). Use the > and < buttons to add or remove a terminoloy for
the login. 
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Security
A user can be in 3 groups with diverse rights in the database where the higher groups have all
rights of lower groups in addition to special rights for this group, e.g.
DiversityScientificTermsUser can only read the data of certain tables while
DiversityScientificTermsEditor has the rights of DiversityScientificTermsUser and additionally
can edit the data in certain tables - see overview below. 

Summarzied overview of the permissions of the groups

Group Permissions in addition to lower group
Administrator Grant access for users, insert and edit terminologies
Editor Create new entries and delete details (not whole datasets)
User See the data of the data tables
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Module related entry
The DiversityWorkbench is a set of components for building and managing biodiversity
information. Each of which focuses on a particular domain and provides services for the other
modules. To use the service of a module you need access to the database of the module and
optionally the module application placed in your application directory. Entries related to an
external module have a standard interface in the main form. There are 3 states of this
interface:

1 - the value is only set in the local database with no connection to the remote module

In this state you may either type the value or select it from the values which are already
available in the database. To get a list of the available values type the beginning of the value

(you may use wildcards) and click on the button. 

 

2 - the value is related to the remote module

If you wish to set a relation to the remote module click on the button. A window will open
where you may select an entry from the foreign database. With this option you have the full
range of query options as shown in the image below as well as access to additional
webservices. 

 

If the value has a relation to the remote module, the interface will appear as shown above. To
release the connection to the remote module click on the button. If you require further
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information on the value, click on the button. This will open a form showing an overview of
the related value. 

If the client application of the module is available, you may inspect the details of the entry.
To start the client application of the remote module simply click on the button.  

 

3 - relation to a webservice

Some modules provide the possibility to link your data to an external webservice. For example,
DiversityTaxonNames gives you access to the taxonomic names of IndexFungorum. To
establish a connection to an external webservice click on the button. As with the link to
modules within the DiversityWorkbench, a window will open where you are able to choose from
either DiversityWorkbench modules or external Webservices. 
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DiversityAgents 
Within DiversityScientificTerms, the users are stored with their login, the name and an ID in
the table UserProxy. The ID refers to entries in the module DiversityAgents, where additional
information may be stored. 

For direct access to the users in this module, you need the application 
DiversityAgents.exe (available under http://diversityworkbench.net/Portal/DiversityAgents
) in your application directory, the database DiversityAgents and a valid account in this
database. 
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DiversityProjects 
Within DiversityScientificTerms, the terminologies may be linked to a project in the module
DiversityProjects, where additional information may be stored. 

For direct access to the projects in this module, you need the application 
DiversityProjects.exe (available under
http://diversityworkbench.net/Portal/DiversityProjects) and a valid account in the database
DiversityProjects. 
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DiversityReferences 
Within DiversityScientificTerms, the terminologies and terms may be linked to a project in the
module DiversityReferences, where additional information may be stored. 

For direct access to the references in this module, you need the application 
DiversityReferences.exe (available under
http://diversityworkbench.net/Portal/DiversityReferences) and a valid account in the database
DiversityReferences. 
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